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Introduction

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection’s Bureau of Clean Water uses software from Aquatic Informatics called AQUARIUS to manage and store its continuous water quality data. Aquatic Informatics’ WebPortal allows for the dissemination of these data through a web-interface. The purpose of the document is to provide guidance for the completion of the most common tasks in WebPortal. Additional information is available in Aquatic Informatics’ AQUARIUS WebPortal User Manual by clicking the “?” icon in the upper right of the WebPortal.

Data provided through the WebPortal are limited to those that have undergone all internal quality assurance procedures.
Map View

View All Sites

The opening page of WebPortal includes a map of Pennsylvania showing the locations of all the CIM data, both historic and current (Figure 1). Hovering the cursor over a site provides some basic details about the site. Clicking the site will take you to a new page that will allow you to view or download the data. To return to this view, click the “Map” option in the menu on the left. To return to viewing all sites with any CIM parameter, choose “None” from the “Select Parameter” dropdown box.

Figure 1. Opening page of WebPortal
View Sites with a Specific Parameter

To view the locations with only a specific parameter, use the “Select Parameter” dropdown box. Hovering over a site when a specific parameter has been selected provides details about that dataset, including the start and end of the dataset (Figure 2). Clicking the site will take you to a new page that will allow you to view or download the data.

Figure 2. Map view with a parameter selected
Changing Base-map

To change the base-map to another layer such as Satellite Imagery, use the icon shown in Figure 3.
Location View

The location view can be accessed by clicking on a location in the map view or by choosing “Location” option from the menu on the left. The location view provides a few details about the location and a list of the parameters available at that site (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Location view
Search for a Location

Within location view you can change locations by using the “Search for a Location” dropdown box and typing in the search line. Sites matching your search will appear as you type (Figure 5).

---

Figure 5. Searching for a location
Select a Parameter from a Location

Next to each parameter is a dropdown box title “Go To”. This dropdown box contains options to view a chart, data grid, or export that parameter’s dataset (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Options for individual parameters at a location
Download All Data from a Location

To download all data from all parameters at the location, choose the “Export all Data (CSV)” button (Figure 7). Each parameter will be downloaded as a separate file. Because PA DEP does not have any live-feed data, the “Export last 7 days (CSV)” button will download blank files in almost all cases. For more export options, choose the “Export” tab at the top of the location view pane.

![Figure 7. Downloading data from all parameters](image-url)
Data Set View

The data set view provides information about the dataset of one parameter at one site (Figure 8). Within this view you can also view the data as a chart, a list of data readings, or export the data. To access this view select a site in map view after choosing the parameter of interest, or select “Data Set” from the menu on the left and then select the location and parameter you are interested in.

Figure 8. Data set view
**View Data in a Chart**

To view a dataset in a chart, choose the “Chart” tab within the data set view pane. By default, the view will be of the current year. Because of the number of sites that contain only historic data, and the delay before data appear due to the quality assurance procedures, it is unlikely that data will appear in the current year view, in most circumstances. The start and end of record dates are provided in the menu on the right (Figure 9). The start and end records are also links and can be used to quickly access those years. There is also a year selector box along the top of the screen. Individual values can be seen by moving the cursor along the data. Zooming can be performed by selecting a region with the cursor. There is a “Reset Zoom” button at the bottom of the menu on the right to zoom back out, or use the selection pane below the main chart window.

![Figure 9. Viewing data in a chart](image)
View a List of Values

To view a list of values for the selected dataset, choose the “Grid” tab within the data set view pane. Choose the filter icon in the Timestamp column header to limit the view to a range of dates (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Grid view of a dataset
Download Data from a Specific Dataset

Under the “Summary” tab of the data set view pane, there are two buttons for exporting data. The “Export last 7 days (CSV)” button will likely not provide any data for the reasons described above. The “Export all Data (CSV)” button will download all data for the selected location and parameter. For more options on downloading data from a given dataset, choose the “Export” tab at the top of the data set view pane (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Export tab of the data set view
List View

The list view provides the ability to create lists of sites or datasets that may be of interest. Use the filter icons for the respective columns to limit the data (Figure 12). For example, these filters could be used to look for specific conductance datasets in the Susquehanna River basin. To do this example, first select the Specific Conductance parameter from the “Parameters…” dropdown at the top of the list view pane. Then select the filter icon for the “Location Folder” column. This icon provides good utility for selecting within watersheds as the locations are organized into folders in this manner. The folder structure starts with All Locations, then Internal Data, the major basin, the HUC12 number, and finally the stream name. To limit the specific conductance datasets to those within the Susquehanna River basin, you could simply enter “Susquehanna” in the first box of the filter for the “Location Folder”. This would search the entire folder chain for that string of characters. If you were concerned there may be something like “Susquehanna Creek” in the Delaware River basin that would accidentally get returned with the other results, you could enter the folder structure through the basin name, in this case “All Locations.Internal Data.Susquehanna”.

Though you cannot download all data from the sites or datasets you select using the list view, you can use these lists to guide you to the datasets you may want and download these datasets individually.

Figure 12. List view filtering example